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NEoWave Logic:

NEoWave Analysis – WEEKLY Structure

Neutral Triangle? (from black arrow)

Mid-February, the S&P peaked 6.5 points below my min. 3400 upside
target. Next, CoronaVirus began to spread beyond China’s borders,
stoking fear of worldwide economic slowdown. The best-case scenario
ends wave-a at 2020’s high & suggests wave-b is forming a contracting
Triangle the next 12 months (see green line). Worst-case, cash breaks
2822 and the 11-year bull market is over (see red line)!
For assistance, write to CS@NEoWave.com

The cash S&P has “thrusted” out of the prior
neutral Triangle exactly as the red-dashed line
predicted. With the minimum upside target met,
and last week’s substantial sell-off, it’s likely
wave-c of a Triangle or Diametric just ended.
Wave-d is probably underway (see red-line).
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